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Interim planner +

Is your planning giving you headaches? Are your own planners
overloaded? Are you starting up new projects or are you in the
middle of a planning improvement trajectory and in need of
temporary additional planning implementation power? EyeOn
offers the “Interim Planner+” concept to help you deal with your
operational planning challenges and to get back on track again.

The EyeOn Interim Planner + concept offers you:
• Hands-on planner capacity to do the planning job!
• Planners with excellent educational backgrounds in supply chain
and project planning.
• Planners with excellent IT system and planning tool knowledge.
• Planners with first class experience in various planning areas
e.g.:
- Engineering planning
- Supply chain planning
- Production planning
- Project status reporting
- Multi project reporting
What does the “+” stand for?
The “+”means that the planner has a hands-on mentality and next
to that the drive to improve the planning processes from within
your own organization. You do not only get temporary planning
power but also improved planning processes such that the
Interim Planner + can leave your organization again while your
planning process itself got a boost. The Interim Planner + will
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bring new ideas and the capability to realize significant process
improvements. The “+”also stands for the home base of EyeOn
business consultants where the Interim Planner + can rely and
lean on.
Interim Planning Management:
If you need to go one step further and need temporary planning
management capabilities then EyeOn will help you. We can
offer experienced managers who can temporarily take over your
planning or supply chain management.
The experience of a customer:
Remco Kant, Manager Project Management Organisation (PMO)
at Damen Shipyards, The Netherlands

What does EyeOn stand for?
EyeOn helps large companies in running the best possible planning
process for steering their business. In order to be successful, large
companies continuously have to combat the natural tendency to
increase internal complexity. EyeOn is convinced that the quality
of their planning processes, focusing at driving the business as
an integrated whole, is the discriminating factor in this. We help
our clients to design, implement and execute excellent planning
processes.
Interested?
Get in contact with
Paul Husslage: paul.husslage@eyeon.nl
Sander Hulsen: sander.hulsen@eyeon.nl
Stephan Wouters: stephan.wouters@eyeon.nl

Standardization, Integration, Coordination, Communication
(SICC). Four target areas that needed to improve significantly
for the Damen E2O projects, hence for the time-management
process. Core challenge for aforementioned improvement was the
underdeveloped skill of project scheduling.
For this purpose, a team was selected of individuals who were
highly motivated and interested in project scheduling. Their coretask: develop a scheduling standard for time-management of
E2O projects and improve on the SICC elements. This team was
chaired by EyeOn.
Together with this team EyeOn was challenged to: develop,
learn, improve, and implement in running projects at the same
time. A near impossible task through the pressure of projects in
execution.
Under EyeOn’s gentle, persuasive, goal-oriented way of working,
the team was able to deliver to its challenges: a planning manual,
improved communication in the projects, higher levels of
integration between disciplines and sub-contractors and all over
improvement on coordination between all parties.
The impacts of the above efforts went further than the E2O
projects. Project Schedulers became a necessity and demanded
by projects in general, a great cultural change result. The project
scheduling knowledge was promulgated into the way of working
of the assembly-to-order built vessels, improving these by
coordination driven projects too. Results in which EyeOn’s role
of Scheduling Ambassador or change-agent have contributed
considerably.
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